The minimal 2-norm solution to an underdetermined system Ax = b of full rank can be computed using a QR factorization of A T in two di erent w a ys. One requires storage and re-use of the orthogonal matrix Q while the method of semi-normal equations does not. Existing error analyses show that both methods produce computed solutions whose normwise relative error is bounded to rst order by c 2 Au, where c is a constant depending on the dimensions of A, 2 A = k A + k 2 k A k 2 is the 2-norm condition number, and u is the unit roundo . We show that these error bounds can be strengthened by replacing 2 A b y the potentially much smaller quantity cond 2 A = k j A + j j A j k 2 , which i s i n v ariant under row scaling of A. W e also show that cond 2 A re ects the sensitivity of the minimum norm solution x to row-wise relative perturbations in the data A and b. For square linear systems Ax = b row equilibration is shown to endow
Introduction
Consider the underdetermined system Ax = b, where A 2 IR mn with m n. The system can be analysed using a QR factorization where A + = A T AA T ,1 is the pseudo-inverse of A. Equation 1.3 de nes one way to compute x LS . This is the method described in 13, Ch. 13 , and we will refer to it as the Q method". When
A is large and sparse it is desirable to avoid storing and accessing Q, which can be expensive. An alternative method with this property w as suggested cf. 1.4. These latter equations are called the semi-normal equations SNE, since they are equivalent to the normal equations" AA T y = b. A s the semi" denotes, however, this method does not explicitly form AA T , which w ould be undesirable from the standpoint o f n umerical stability. W e stress that equations 1.5 are di erent from the equations R T Rx = A T b for an overdetermined least squares problem, where A = Q R T 0 T 2I R m n with m n, y et these are also referred to as semi-normal equations 4 .
In this paper we are solely concerned with underdetermined systems so no confusion should arise.
Other methods for obtaining minimal 2-norm solutions of underdetermined systems are surveyed in 5 .
Existing perturbation theory for the minimum norm solution problem, and error analysis for the above QR factorization-based methods, can be summarised as follows. The bounds 1.7 and 1.8 are of the same form as 1.6. One implication of these existing results is that both the Q method and the SNE method are stable in the sense that the relative errors in the computed solutions re ect the sensitivity of the minimum norm problem to general perturbations in the data.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the results in 2 and 3 can be strengthened signi cantly by employing componentwise analysis. First, in section 2, we prove a v ersion of Theorem 1.1 for componentwise perturbations; thus we measure A and b by the smallest such that jAj E; jbj f; 1.9 where E 0 and f 0 contain arbitrary tolerances and inequalities hold componentwise. We obtain an analogue of 1.6 with 2 A replaced by a potentially much smaller quantity that depends on A, x, E and f.
In section 3 we show that the term 2 A in 1.7 and 1.8 can be replaced by cond 2 A k j A + j j A j k 2 ; which is a generalization of the condition number k j A , 1 j j A j k 2 for square matrices introduced by Bauer 3 and Skeel 17 . This is important because cond 2 A can be arbitrarily smaller than 2 A, since cond 2 A i s i n v ariant under row scalings A ! DA D diagonal and nonsingular whereas 2 A is not. And cond 2 A cannot be much bigger than 2 A since cond 2 A k j A + j k 2 k j A j k 2 n k A + k 2 k A k 2 = n 2 A:
1.10
In sections 4 and 5 we i n v estigate stability issues, and we encounter several di erent t ypes of stability. T o put these di erent t ypes into perspective E N = k A k 2 e m e T n ;f N = k b k 2 e m ;
row-wise ! R :
E R = j A j e n e T n ;f R = j b j ;
1.12 componentwise ! C : E C = j A j ;f C = j b j :
A small value for ! R y means that y is the minimum norm solution to a perturbed system where the perturbation to the ith row o f A is small compared with the norm of the ith row similarly for b. We s a y , for example, that a numerical method for solving Ax = b is in backward stability category R or is row-wise backward stable if it produces a computed solution b y such that ! R b y is of order the unit roundo For each t ype of backward error there is a perturbation result that bounds kx , yk 2 =kxk 2 by a m ultiple of ! E;f y, and the multiplier de nes a condition number. As explained in section 2, for underdetermined systems the conditions numbers are 2 A for ! N , cond 2 A for ! R , and a quantity cond 2 A; x that depends on both A and x for ! C . Continuing the R-stability" example above, we s a y that a method is in forward stability category R if it has a forward error bound of order cond 2 A times the unit roundo . An algorithm that has backward stability X where X = N, R, or C automatically has forward stability X; one of the reasons these denitions are useful is that an algorithm can have forward stability X without having backward stability X.
In this terminology, the gist of section 3 is that the Q method and the SNE method have forward stability R, whereas previous results guaranteed only forward stability N.
In section 4 we explain why the Q method is nearly row-wise backward stable but the SNE method is not backward stable at all. We give some numerical results to provide insight i n to the error bounds and to illustrate the performance of xed precision iterative re nement with the SNE method.
In section 5 we consider the implications of the results of section 3 for square linear systems. We show that row equilibration of the system Ax = b allows methods based on LU and QR factorization of A to produce computed solutions whose relative errors are bounded in the same way as when a QR factorization of A T is employed|namely by a m ultiple of condAu corresponding to row-wise forward stability. We explain why xed precision iterative re nement leads to an even more satisfactory computed solution than row equilibration and we provide two n umerical examples for illustration.
Componentwise Perturbation Result
In this section we prove the following componentwise perturbation result for the minimum norm problem, and use it to determine the condition numbers for the perturbation measures in 1.12. We note that for given A, b, E and f there exist A and b for which the bound in 2.1 is attained to within a constant factor depending on n. This is a consequence of the fact that the two v ectors on the right-hand side of 2.2 are orthogonal. Also, it is clear from the proof that 2.1 is valid with the 2-norm replaced by the 1-norm.
By substituting the E and f from 1.12 into Theorem 2.1 we can deduce the condition numbers corresponding to our three di erent w a ys of measuring the perturbations A and b. F or the componentwise measure the condition number is clearly cond 2 A; x = k j I , A + A j j A T j j A + T x j k 2 + k j A + j j b j + j A jjxj k 2 =kxk 2 :
Replacing b by its upper bound jAjjxj simpli es this expression while increasing it by no more than a factor of 2.
For the row-wise measure the bracketed term in the bound in 2.1 is within a factor depending on n of cond 2 Note that when jxj = e, cond 2 A di ers from cond 2 A; x b y no more than a factor of about p n. Finally, for the normwise measure the condition number is 2 A as implied by Theorem 1.1. 
Error Analysis
In this section we carry out an error analysis of the Q method and the SNE method. We assume that the oating point arithmetic obeys the model fl xop y = x op y1 + ; j j u; op = ; = ; fl xy = x 1 + y1 + ; j j; j j u; fl p x = p x 1 + ; j j u:
We consider rst the Q method, and we assume that the QR factor- The forward error could then be bounded by i n v oking 2.1. Unfortunately, this componentwise backward stability result does not hold. We can, nevertheless, obtain a forward error bound of the form 2.4 by using a mixed forward and backward error argument. To bound k j b R j j y j k 2 in 3.17 we note rst that for the exact R and y k j R j j y j k 2 = k j Q T 1 A T j j y j k 2 p m k j A T j j y j k 2 :
Now, since x = A T y we h a v e Ax = AA T y, o r y = A + T x . Hence k j A T j j y j k 2 k j A T j j A + T j j x j k 2 cond 2 Akxk 2 : 4 Discussion and Numerical Results
The analysis in the previous section shows that for both the Q method and the SNE method the forward error is bounded by a m ultiple of cond 2 x itself solves a slightly perturbed system, but it is not in general the minimum norm solution.
For the SNE method it is not even possible to derive a residual bound of the form 4.1. The method of solution guarantees only that the seminormal equations themselves have a small residual. Thus, as in the context of overdetermined least squares problems 4 the SNE method is not backward stable.
A possible way to improve the backward stability of the SNE method is to use iterative re nement in xed precision, as advocated in the overdetermined case in 4 . Some justi cation for this approach can be given using the analysis for an arbitrary linear equations solver in 12 .
We h a v e run some numerical experiments in MATLAB, which has a unit roundo u 2:2 10 ,16 . In our experiments we rounded the result of every arithmetic operation to 23 signi cant bits, thus simulating single precision arithmetic with u SP 1:2 10 ,7 . The double precision solution was regarded as the exact solution when computing forward errors.
We report results for several 10 Table 4 .4, Ax = b is the same system used in Table 4 .1 but with the fth equation scaled by 2 15 = 32768. In Table 4 .5 the system is the one used in Table 4 x , x k 2 k x k 2 cond 2 Au predicts the error correct to within an order of magnitude in these examples.
2 The independence of the forward errors on the row scaling of A is illustrated by T ables 4.1 and 4.4. However, column scaling can have a n adverse e ect, as shown in Table 4 .5.
3 The relative residuals con rm that the Q method is almost row-wise backward stable and that the SNE method is not even normwise backward stable. The relative residuals for the SNE method exhibit dependence on cond 2 A in these examples dependence of the normwise residual on 2 A in the case of overdetermined systems is proven by Bj orck i n 4 , Th. 3.1 . Iterative re nement can produce a small relative residual, but can fail on very ill-conditioned problems, as in Table 4 .3.
The condition numbers displayed in the tables can all be estimated cheaply given a QR factorization of A T . F or example, we show h o w t o e stimate cond 2 A; x. This di ers by at most a factor p n from cond 1 A; x. We consider only the rst term of cond 1 A; x in 2. The latter norm can be estimated by the method of 8 and 9, 1 1 , which estimates kBk 1 given a means for forming matrix-vector products Bx and B T y. F orming these products for B T = I , A + A G involves multiplying by G and Q or their transposes, and solving triangular systems with R and R T . Q method 6.88e-9 5.78e-9 9.18e-8 6.50e-3 SNE 3.58e-3 1.69e-3 2.56e-2 2.47e-2 5.17e-5 2.47e-5 3.74e-4
1.28e-2 5.39e-6 2.62e-6 3.96e-5
1.11e-2 2.05e-5 9.33e-6 1.41e-4
1.11e-2 1.51e-5 6.94e-6 1.05e-4
1.27e-2 Q method 9.24e-9 9.88e-9 1.42e-7 2.01e-6 SNE 9.26e-7 2.79e-7 4.40e-6 4.97e-6 5.70e-9 6.45e-9 9.64e-8
1.99e-6 3.60e-5 3.02e-9 4.20e-9 3.12e-4
1.29e-6 We note, however, that there is a simple way t o a c hieve a bound of the To sum up, we regard row equilibration as a quick and dirty" way t o achieve a cond-bounded" forward error|quick because the scaling is trivial to perform, and dirty because the forward error bound is independent of the right-hand side b and there is no guarantee that a small componentwise backward error will be achieved. In contrast, FPIR produces a small componentwise backward error and has a sharper forward error bound that depends on b but FPIR may fail to converge.
We illustrate our observations with two n umerical examples computed using MATLAB in simulated single precision, as in section 4. For odd n = 2 k + 1 let V n be the Vandermonde matrix with i; j element , k + j , 1 i,1 . W e solved two systems V n x = b by both LU factorization with partial pivoting and QR factorization, in each case trying both FPIR and the row equilibration discussed above.
The two systems were chosen to illustrate two extreme cases. For the rst problem, V 9 e = b reported in We also tried using a scaling obtained by perturbing the equilibrating transformation D = diagjAje ,1 to the nearest powers of 2, so as not to introduce rounding errors. This led to nal errors sometimes larger and sometimes smaller than with D. I n a n y case, from the point of view of the error bounds the rounding errors introduced by the scaling are easily seen to be insigni cant. LU with FPIR 2.18e-12 2.57e-7 4.82e-6 5.23e-5 4.57e-12 1.53e-9 5.83e-8 6.83e-7 LU with equilibration 1.22e-10 9.96e-9 2.88e-6 6.24e-5 QR with FPIR 1.95e-11 1.64e-5 1.48e-4 3.59e-4 4.48e-12 4.86e-9 9.96e-8 1.38e-6 QR with equilibration 3.75e-9 4.75e-9 5.83e-6 1.38e-5
